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ABSTRACT
Some might argue that read-copy update (RCU) is too lowlevel to be targeted by hackers, but the advent of Row Hammer [19] demonstrated the naïveté of such views. After all, if
black-hat hackers are ready, willing, and able to exploit hardware bugs such as Row Hammer, they are assuredly ready,
willing, and able to exploit bugs in RCU. Nor is it any longer
the case that RCU’s involvement in exploitable Linux-kernel
bugs is strictly theoretical. However, this bug involved not
RCU’s correctness, but rather its ease of use. Nevertheless, it
was a real bug that really needed fixing. This paper describes
this bug and the road to its eventual fix.
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1

INTRODUCTION

RCU is a technique that often replaces reader-writer locking,
due to RCU’s read-side primitives being both wait-free and
an order of magnitude faster than uncontended locking. However, it turns out that even the combination of wait-freedom,
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extreme scalability, and excellent performance do not constitute an excuse to completely ignore ease-of-use issues.
This paper presents a brief overview of RCU, the ease-of-use
issue in RCU that led to the exploit, a couple of non-fixes, the
ultimate fix (thus far, anyway), further consequences, and
lessons (re)learned.

2

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RCU

Although RCU has enjoyed heavy use by the Linux kernel
and a number of other projects for quite some time, detailed
awareness of its uses and implementation is not yet mainstream. Therefore, Section 2.1 summarizes RCU’s conceptual
properties and cites formalizations, Section 2.2 presents a
trivial use case, Section 2.3 presents an equally trivial implementation, and finally Section 2.4 summarizes the three
flavors of Linux-kernel RCU. Readers who have used or implemented RCU may wish to skip ahead to Section 2.4 on
page 5, and readers fluent in Linux-kernel RCU may wish to
skip further ahead to Section 3, also on page 5.

2.1

Relevant RCU Properties

RCU [27, 33, 36] permits updaters to wait for pre-existing
RCU read-side critical sections, and is intended for situations
in which such critical sections are executed much more frequently than the corresponding update-side waits. Each RCU
read-side critical section begins with rcu_read_lock() and
ends with rcu_read_unlock(), and any region of code not
in a critical section represents a quiescent state. Nested critical sections are flattened, so that a nested set of critical
sections acts as one large critical section.
RCU updaters are typically split into phases. The first
phase changes reader-visible state, for example, removing a
data element. The second phase waits for pre-existing readers, relying on the fact that new readers cannot see the old
state, for example, being unable to gain a reference to a
just-removed element. The third and final phase carries out
reader-unsafe actions such as freeing a just-removed element.
These actions are now safe because all remaining readers
are aware of the new reader-visible state, for example, being
guaranteed not to hold a reference to the just-removed element. The wait phase invokes synchronize_rcu(), which
waits for a grace period that starts at the time of invocation
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Figure 1: RCU Execution Constraints
and ends after all pre-existing readers have completed. During a grace period, all CPUs and tasks must visit a quiescent
state at least once, hence any CPU or task failing to ever
visit a quiescent state will prevent any future synchronize_rcu() invocations from returning. Any period of time containing a grace period is itself a grace period.
RCU differs from reader-writer locking in that
synchronize_rcu() need only wait for pre-existing
RCU read-side critical sections; it need neither exclude nor
wait for critical sections that start execution after the call
to synchronize_rcu(). This relationship between RCU
readers and updaters is illustrated by the four scenarios
shown in Figure 1, the first three of which are permitted and
the last of which is forbidden. Each box on the left-hand side
of this figure represents an RCU read-side critical section,
and each box on the right-hand side of this figure represents
a grace period, that is, the call to synchronize_rcu()
happens at the top of the box and the return at the bottom,
so that within each scenario, time progresses from top to
bottom. The first scenario shows that if a critical section
ends before the end of a given grace period, that critical
section may start before that grace period starts. The second
scenario shows that if a critical section starts after the
beginning of a given grace period, that critical section
may end after that grace period ends. The third scenario
shows that a grace period may completely overlap a given
critical section. The fourth and final scenario shows that a
critical section absolutely must not complete overlap any
grace period. Taken together, these scenarios mean that
although critical sections must affect the execution of grace
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struct foo {
int data;
} *gptr = NULL;
int lookup(int *dp)
{
struct foo *p;
rcu_read_lock();
p = rcu_dereference(gptr);
if (!p) {
rcu_read_unlock();
return 0;
}
*dp = p->data;
rcu_read_unlock();
return 1;
}
int insert(int newdata)
{
struct foo *p;
p = kmalloc(sizeof(*p), GFP_KERNEL);
BUG_ON(!p);
p->data = newdata;
if (cmpxchg(&gptr, NULL, p)) {
kfree(p);
return 0;
}
return 1;
}
int remove(void)
{
struct foo *p;
p = xchg(&gptr, NULL);
synchronize_rcu();
kfree(p);
return !!p;
}

Figure 2: RCU Linked Insertion and Removal
periods, the reverse need not be the case. This asymmetry
permits rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock() to be
exceedingly lightweight and scalable [4].
Formal semantics for RCU are also available [1, 10, 11].

2.2

Trivial RCU Use Case

With the addition of rcu_dereference(),1 the RCU primitives described in the preceeding section enable the linkedlist use case that represents the most common application
of RCU, a trivial instance of which is shown in Figure 2.2
Lines 1-3 of this figure show a global pointer gptr that is
initially NULL, but that can reference a struct foo which
contains a single integer ->data. This trivial data structure
has the following three access functions:
• lookup() on lines 5-18, which returns 0 if gptr is NULL,
and otherwise returns 1 and stores the current ->data
1

Similar to a C11 memory_order_consume load, but in the common case
compiling to a single load instruction.
2 Despite being trivial, it is used in production [40].
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through the argument dp. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
lookup().
• insert() on lines 20-32, which returns 0 if gptr is
not NULL, and otherwise returns 1 and causes gptr to
reference a struct foo containing the specified value.
Given multiple concurrent insert() invocations, at
most one of them will return 1. Figure 3 illustrates
insert().
• remove() on lines 34-42, which returns 0 if gptr is
NULL, and otherwise returns 1, sets gptr to NULL, and
safely frees the structure previously referenced by
gptr. Given multiple concurrent remove() invocations, at most one of them will return 1. Figure 4 illustrates remove().
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The lookup() function uses an RCU read-side critical
section starting with rcu_read_lock() on line 9 and ending
with rcu_read_unlock() on either line 12 or 16. Line 10
uses rcu_dereference() to fetch gptr, guaranteeing to do
so using a single load instruction and also guaranteeing that
any dereferences of the fetched pointer will happen after
the load. In theory, this line is equivalent to p = gptr,
but in practice both the compiler and CPU could produce
wildly inappropriate results [30, Sections 4.3.4.1 and 15.4.1].
If line 11 sees that gptr was NULL, line 12 ends the critical
section and line 13 returns a failure indication. Otherwise,
line 15 fetches the ->data field, line 16 ends the critical
section, and line 17 returns a success indication. A key point
is that all of the lookup() function’s gptr-related accesses
are within its RCU read-side critical section.
Given the trivial nature of this linked data structure, the
insert() function can synchronize updates using a single
fully ordered atomic compare-and-swap operation, which in
the Linux kernel is cmpxchg(). Initially, the state is as shown
in step (1) in Figure 3: gptr is NULL. Line 24 allocates the new
structure and line 25 checks it, normally resulting in the state
in step (2) in the figure. The color of the new structure is
green, indicating that readers cannot yet obtain a reference to
it. Line 26 initializes the new structure, resulting in the state
shown in step (3) of the figure. Then line 27 uses cmpxchg()
to atomically check whether gptr is NULL, and if so update
it to instead reference the newly allocated structure. If this
cmpxchg() fails, line 28 frees the newly allocated structure
and line 29 returns a failure indication. Otherwise, the state
is as shown in step (4) of the figure, with the new object
colored red to indicate that readers can now reference it, and
finally line 31 returns a success indication. Either way, the
atomic nature of the cmpxchg() ensures that at most one of
a set of concurrently executing insert() invocations can
succeed, as required.
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Figure 3: RCU Linked-Structure Insertion
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Figure 4: RCU Linked-Structure Removal

The remove() function’s synchronization is even simpler,
using a fully ordered atomic exchange operation [10, Section V.C], which in the Linux kernel is xchg(). Initially, the
state is as shown in step (1) of Figure 4, where gptr references an element with ->data equal to 42, which is colored
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red due to the fact that any number of readers might be referencing it. Line 38 uses xchg() to atomically store NULL into
gptr and return the previous value of this pointer, resulting
in the state shown step (2) of the figure. At this point, new
readers have no way to gain a reference to the old struct
foo instance, but old readers might still retain references,
hence the yellow color.
Note that all potential read-side references to this newly
removed instance are held within the RCU read-side critical
section spanning lines 9-16 of Figure 2. Furthermore, any
such read-side critical section must have executed the rcu_dereference() on line 10 before the xchg() on line 38 executed and thus before the synchronize_rcu() on line 39 executed. Therefore, when synchronize_rcu() returns, there
can no longer be any instances of lookup() retaining references to the just-removed struct foo instance. As a result,
once execution reaches line 40, the remove() function’s local variable p is the only remaining reference to the newly
removed instance of struct foo. The state is thus as shown
in step (3) of Figure 4, with the newly removed structure
colored green to indicate that there can no longer be any
readers referencing it. Therefore, line 40 can safely invoke
kfree(),3 so that the state is as shown in step (4) of Figure 4.
Finally line 41 uses a double-not operation to return zero if
p was NULL and one otherwise. Note that the Linux kernel
carefully conceals the nature of its allocation and free functions from the compiler, thus avoiding the consequences of
the undefined behavior that results from accessing pointers
to already-freed objects [35]. In other environments, it might
be wise to compute !!p before invoking kfree().
Note that in step (2) of Figure 4, different readers might
disagree as to whether or not gptr referenced the old struct
foo. A large number of algorithms have no problem with this,
especially those representing real-world state: After all, inmemory state will not immediately reflect a real-world state
change. Nevertheless, algorithms requiring global read-side
agreement can be accommodated straightforwardly [3].
We have seen a straightforward RCU use case that allows
proper synchronization among readers and updaters where
the updaters synchronize with each other via atomic readmodify-write operations. More complex linked structures
usually require that updaters use higher-level synchronization primitives, with locking being a popular choice. For
lock-based updates, rcu_assign_pointer() is the updateside counterpart to rcu_dereference(), for example, rcu_assign_pointer(gptr, p) assigns the value p to gptr
using store-release semantics. However, RCU interoperates
numerous update-side synchronization mechanisms, including transactional memory [14, 15, 37, 39, 47], non-blocking
3

Note that passing a NULL pointer to kfree() is a no-op.
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#define rcu_read_lock()
#define rcu_read_unlock()
#define rcu_dereference(p) READ_ONCE(p)
#define rcu_assign_pointer(p, v) smp_store_release(&(p), (v))
void synchronize_rcu(void)
{
int cpu;
for_each_online_cpu(cpu)
while (raw_smp_processor_id() != cpu)
sched_setaffinity(current->pid, cpumask_of(cpu));
}

Figure 5: Trivial RCU Implementation for NonPreemptive Environments

synchronization [9, 10, 34], and a single designated updater
thread [10, 36].

2.3

Trivial RCU Implementation

Section 2.1 noted that rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock() can be exceedingly lightweight and scalable. In
fact, in non-preemptible Linux-kernel builds, they emit no
code whatsoever. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.2,
rcu_dereference() can be implemented as a single load
instruction. Hence, an RCU reader might traverse a linked
data structure using precisely the same sequence of machine
instructions used in a single-threaded environment, despite
concurrent updates.
These are very attractive properties, but they naturally
raise concerns about how this could possibly be implemented. This section provides a trivial implementation for
non-preemptive (run-to-block) environments such as Linux
kernels built with CONFIG_PREEMPT=n. Note that although
building with CONFIG_PREEMPT=n causes the kernel itself to
be non-preemptive, user code running on that kernel can
still be preempted any time, anyplace, and anywhere.
The key insight is that non-preemptive environment prohibit blocking while holding a pure spinlock. Failing to observe this prohibition leads to a well-known deadlock scenario. To see this, suppose that the thread holding a given
lock is blocked, and all CPUs are spinning on that lock. The
thread holding the lock cannot release it until it resumes on
some CPU, but the threads currently spinning cannot relinquish their CPUs until they acquire the lock. Therefore, the
rule is that blocking is prohibited while holding a spinlock.
This same rule applies to RCU readers in the Linux kernel:
Once a rcu_read_lock() is encountered, blocking is prohibited until after the matching rcu_read_unlock(). Therefore, because blocking results in a context switch, if a CPU
executes a context switch, all prior RCU readers running
on that CPU are guaranteed to have completed. Once all
CPUs have executed a context switch, all pre-existing RCU
read-side critical sections are guaranteed to have completed.

A Critical RCU Safety Property is... Ease of Use!
This means that a slow and fragile but functional implementation of synchronize_rcu() could simply force itself to
run on each online CPU, for example, by using the Linux
kernel’s internal sched_setaffinity() function. This approach results in a synchronize_rcu() implementation that
comprises only seven lines of code, as shown by lines 5-12
of Figure 5. Line 9 iterates through the online CPUs, and for
each such CPU, line 10 loops over line 11, each execution
of which attempts to force the current task to migrate over
to that CPU. Therefore, once this function returns, it has
forced a pair of context switches on each online CPU, which
in turn implies that all RCU read-side critical sections that
were running at the time of the call to synchronize_rcu()
have completed, as required.
Note that rcu_read_lock() (line 1) and, rcu_read_unlock() (line 2) generate no code.4 Note further that rcu_dereference() (line 3) generates a C-language volatile
load, which will normally compile to a single load instruction. This trivial implementation therefore delivers on the
promise of RCU readers using exactly the same sequence
of instructions used by their single-threaded counterparts,
thus incurring exactly zero synchronization overhead in the
absence of updaters. These attractive performance and scalability properties have led to significant RCU use within the
Linux kernel, with more than 15,000 calls to its API as of
Linux kernel v5.0 [23].

2.4

RCU Flavors

There are three flavors of the RCU API. The original flavor,
RCU-sched, relies on disabling read-side preemption and
thus on context switch as its primary quiescent state [33].
However, Robert Olsson’s network-overload tests resulted in
lockups due to the kernel never exiting networking’s bottomhalf handlers long enough to do a context switch [45]. The
solution was the RCU-bh flavor, which has an additional quiescent state upon exit (even momentary exit) from bottomhalf handlers [42, 43]. The original RCU-sched flavor was
retained because its read-side primitives are significantly
faster than those of RCU-bh. However, both RCU-sched’s
and RCU-bh’s readers disable preemption, which proved
problematic for deep sub-millisecond workloads [5, 46]. Supporting these workloads required the addition of the third flavor, RCU-preempt, which allows read-side preemption [12].
RCU-sched was retained due to use cases that treat hardware
interrupt handlers as readers. In non-realtime and thus nonpreemptible kernels, the RCU-preempt flavor maps directly
onto the RCU-sched flavor.
4

This trivial implementation can be made safe for preemptible environments by defining rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock() as preempt_disable() and preempt_enable(), respectively.
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rcu_read_lock_sched();
p = rcu_dereference(gp);
do_something_with(p);
rcu_read_unlock_sched();

q = rcu_dereference(gp);
rcu_assign_pointer(gp, NULL);
synchronize_rcu();
kfree(q);

Figure 6: Exploiting RCU’s Ease-of-Use Bug
As of Linux kernel v4.20, RCU-preempt provides rcu_read_lock(), rcu_read_unlock(), rcu_dereference(),
and synchronize_rcu(); RCU-bh provides rcu_read_lock_bh(), rcu_read_unlock_bh(), rcu_dereference_bh(), and synchronize_rcu_bh(); and RCU-sched
provides rcu_read_lock_sched(), rcu_read_unlock_sched(), rcu_dereference_sched(), and synchronize_sched().5 These three sets of primitives are similar to a set
of three locks in that mixing and matching different flavors
of RCU primitives is usually a bug. One exception to this
rule is an implementation quirk that has permitted mixing
rcu_read_lock_bh() readers with synchronize_sched()
updaters. On the other hand, mixing rcu_read_lock_sched() readers with synchronize_rcu_bh() updaters
really can fail. RCU’s intolerance of such mixing and
matching is the root cause of the ease-of-use bug described
in the next section.

3

RCU’S EASE-OF-USE BUG

RCU has a long history of ease-of-use facilities, bugs, and
fixes. For example, the original 2002 Linux-kernel RCU provided rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock(), which
greatly eases detection of illegal blocking within RCU readside critical sections. Further, in 2004, open-coded use of smp_read_barrier_depends() and smp_wmb() was replaced
by rcu_dereference() and rcu_assign_pointer(), respectively, greatly easing the code reader’s task of working out what RCU protects [44]. Finally, starting in 2010,
RCU uses lockdep [6] to more easily detect traversal of RCUprotected pointers outside of the required critical sections
and/or update-side locks [25].
Returning to the present-day ease-of-use bug, an example
of buggy mixing and matching of different RCU flavors is
shown in Figure 6, in which the read-side code is delimited by
rcu_read_lock_sched() and rcu_read_unlock_sched(),
but the updater incorrectly uses synchronize_rcu() to wait
for readers. Given this mismatch, the reader might execute
lines 1 and 2, thus picking up the pointer to the current object
referenced by gp. The updater might execute lines 1-3, where
line 3’s synchronize_rcu() waits for RCU readers. Unfortunately, line 3 waits only for those RCU readers delimited
by rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock(), which does
not include Figure 6’s reader, which is instead delimited by
rcu_read_lock_sched() and rcu_read_unlock_sched().
5

The rcu_assign_pointer() primitive is common across all three flavors.
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This means that the updater’s line 3 could return immediately, so that line 4’s kfree() will free the object that is still
being used by the reader’s call to do_something_with().
This can result in arbitrary misbehavior, but worse yet, because usermode code has a high degree of control over the
contents of kernel memory (e.g., due to pathnames, data
transmitted over the network, and so on), a malicious user
could potentially cause the kernel to execute arbitrary code
of the attacker’s choice. In other words, unlike RCU’s prior
ease-of-use bugs, in this case the misbehavior can be (and in
the case at hand, was) exploitable!
Fortunately, the fix was straightforward: Make readers and
updaters use compatible RCU primitives. However, and to his
credit, Linus Torvalds asked me to update RCU to eliminate
this ease-of-use issue, and with it, this class of RCU-usage
bugs. Nor was Linus the first to make this request, in fact,
many developers have requested this over a period of many
years. Furthermore, I attempted to avoid this ease-of-use bug
when originally implementing preemptible RCU for real-time
Linux. Unfortunately, that attempt failed.
However, the kernel has changed considerably during
the intervening decade: (1) Multiple copies of architecturespecific code (sometimes coded in assembly) have been consolidated into core-kernel C functions,6 which enabled RCU
to precisely handle idle and CPU-hotplug transitions, which
in turn eliminated a number of troublesome race conditions;
(2) There are formal memory models for several CPU families [2, 22, 38]; (3) The Linux kernel memory model [1]
removes guesswork from the art of Linux-kernel concurrent coding; and (4) RCU’s guarantees have been formalized [1, 10, 11]. The models and formalizations mentioned
in these last three items are all executable, that is, there are
tools implementing each of these models. A given tool takes
as input a litmus test that specifies small fragments of concurrent code and includes a predicate. The tool then produces
as output a list of all final states that can be reached by all
possible executions of the specified code fragments, given
the constraints specified by the formal model. Finally, the
tool produces an indication of whether all, some, or none of
these final states satisfy the specified predicate. Executable
formal models provide a welcome alternative to the sheer
paranoia guiding earlier implementations of Linux-kernel
RCU. The time therefore seemed ripe for a second attempt
to remove RCU’s ease-of-use bug.
One straightforward way to eliminate this ease-of-use
bug is to change synchronize_rcu() to wait on all RCU
readers, regardless of whether they use rcu_read_lock(),
rcu_read_lock_bh(), rcu_read_lock_sched(), or any of
6

In other words, a single C-language hook may be used where tens of
architecture-specific hooks, some in assembly, were once required.
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rcu_read_lock_bh();
do_something_1();
rcu_read_lock();
rcu_read_unlock_bh();
do_something_2();
rcu_read_lock_sched();
rcu_read_unlock();
do_something_3();
rcu_read_unlock_sched();

p = remove_something_1_2_3();
synchronize_rcu();
synchronize_rcu_bh();
synchronize_sched();
kfree(p);

Figure 7: Nesting Disparate Critical Sections
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{ rcu_read_lock_bh(); rcu_read_lock(); }
do_something_1();
rcu_read_lock();
{ rcu_read_unlock(); rcu_read_unlock_bh(); }
do_something_2();
{ rcu_read_lock_sched(); rcu_read_lock(); }
rcu_read_unlock();
do_something_3();
{ rcu_read_unlock(); rcu_read_unlock_sched(); }

Figure 8: Flattening Disparate Critical Sections
the many synonyms of the last two primitives [31].7 Straightforward to describe, that is; as described in the next section,
the implementation posed some challenges.

4

RCU’S EASE-OF-USE BUG: FIXES

An overlapping set of disparate critical sections must still
be flattened into one large critical section, but fortunately
non-preemptable kernels already do this correctly. Unfortunately, this correctness is an accident of implementation,
due to the fact that non-preemptable kernels do not permit
quiescent states such as schedule() to be invoked within
any of RCU’s critical sections. Unfortunately, preemption can
occur—by design—within an rcu_read_lock() critical section in preemptible kernels. For example, although the code
shown in Figure 7 cannot be preempted in non-preemptible
kernels, the preemptibility of rcu_read_lock()-based critical sections means that preemption can occur at line 5 in
preemptible kernels.8 This code can be made safe by using
all three grace-period-wait primitives, as shown on the righthand side of the figure, but this sort of burden on the user is
exactly what we are trying to avoid. Addressing this issue is
the subject of the following sections.

4.1

Flattening Disparate Critical Sections

The disparate overlapping RCU read-side critical sections
spanning lines 1-4, 3-7, and 6-9 of Figure 7 must be
7 For example, local_bh_disable() is a synonym for rcu_read_lock_bh(), local_bh_enable() for rcu_read_unlock_bh(), preempt_disable() for rcu_read_lock_sched(), and preempt_enable() for
rcu_read_unlock_sched().
8 Overlapping (as opposed to nesting) disparate RCU read-side critical
sections is unconventional and should generally be avoided. However, there
are a few valid use cases, so RCU must support this notion.
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rcu_read_lock();
do_something_1();
preempt_disable();
do_something_2();
rcu_read_unlock();
do_something_3();
rcu_read_lock();
do_something_4();
preempt_enable();
do_something_5();
rcu_read_unlock();

/* AKA rcu_read_lock_sched() */

/* AKA rcu_read_unlock_sched() */

Figure 10: Quiescent-State-Deferral Nemesis

Figure 9: Linux-Kernel RCU Data Structures
flattened, that is, combined into a single critical section
spanning lines 1-9. One way to do this is to make rcu_read_lock_bh() and rcu_read_lock_sched() invoke
rcu_read_lock() just before returning and to make rcu_read_unlock_bh() and rcu_read_unlock_sched() invoke rcu_read_unlock() immediately upon entry, as depicted with curly braces in Figure 8. Because rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock() nest correctly, this would
result in the following pairings: lines 3 and 4, lines 6 and 7,
and lines 1 and 9. This last pairing covers the entire range,
providing the required flattening.
This simple approach is correct by construction. Unfortunately, a few tests demonstrate that this correctness does
not extend to the actual Linux kernel, in which preemption,
bottom halves, and interrupts are enabled and disabled in
assembly language and even by hardware. Thus, another
idea is required, perhaps even the one in the next section.

(1)

struct rcu_node ->blkd_tasks
->gp_tasks

(2)

struct rcu_node ->blkd_tasks
->gp_tasks

A

(3)

struct rcu_node ->blkd_tasks
->gp_tasks

A

(4)

struct rcu_node ->blkd_tasks
->gp_tasks

(5)

struct rcu_node ->blkd_tasks
->gp_tasks

A

Figure 11: Preemptible RCU Blocked-Tasks List

4.2

Deferring Quiescent States

The problem in Figure 7 is that line 7’s rcu_read_unlock()
prematurely reports a quiescent state that was not reached
until line 9. This suggests deferring reporting of any such quiescent states until after both preemption and bottom halves
are enabled, in this case, on line 9, thus also delaying the end
of the grace period. Understanding this alternative requires
the brief overview of RCU’s data structures. As shown in
Figure 9, each CPU has an rcu_data structure, which is assigned to a leaf rcu_node structure making up a combining
tree that limits lock contention while mediating reporting
quiescent states. These quiescent states are reported up from
the bottom of the tree, and when the root rcu_node structure
detects that all required quiescent states have been reported,
the grace period ends.
This deferral can be implemented straightforwardly by
adding flags to the rcu_data and rcu_node structures, resulting in only five pages of hand-written code [32, slide
69]. Unfortunately, this initial code failed to account for stall
warnings [29] (which RCU emits when CPUs or tasks become
unresponsive), expedited grace periods [28] (which improve

latency at the expense of increased CPU consumption and
degraded real-time response compared to normal grace periods), and preempted-task queuing corner cases [26] (in
which the deferred quiescent state must sometimes follow
the preempted task but other times stay with the CPU).
Accounting for these complications results in eight pages
of code [32, slide 70], but fails to handle the overlapping readers shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the resulting progression of states of one instance of RCU’s leaf rcu_node structures, whose blkd_tasks and gp_tasks fields track tasks
that have blocked within their current RCU read-side critical
section. Because blocked tasks not on a ->blkd_tasks list
reside in a quiescent state, RCU can focus on tasks on these
lists, avoiding expensive scans of the full task list.
If no task has recently blocked within a critical section,
the system will be in state (1) of Figure 11. If Task A is preempted at line 2 of Figure 10, the system will advance to
state (2): Task A has blocked within a critical section, but is
not blocking a grace period. Once a grace period is initiated,
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the system will advance to state (3), where ->gp_tasks indicates that Task A9 blocks the current grace period. When
Task A resumes and reaches line 5, it will remove itself from
the list, and, because it is the last task in this list, NULL the
->gp_tasks pointer, resulting in state (4).
The problem arises when Task A reaches line 7. The grace
period has already started, and Task A appears to be entering
a new critical section that therefore fails to block the grace
period. This failure to block is incorrect because the entire
block of code spanning lines 1-11 must be treated as one large
critical section. The ->gp_tasks pointer therefore (again
incorrectly) remains NULL. The grace period might therefore
end just after line 9 when it instead needs to extend past
line 11. In short, this approach has failed to flatten the entire
set of critical sections spanning lines 1-11.
Although adding more flags might solve this problem, the
steady growth in code size is a subtle hint to step back and
reconsider the situation, as is done in the next section.

4.3

Deferring Task Dequeuing

The problem with the last section’s approach is that when
it added Task A to the ->blkd_tasks list, it failed to record
that Task A still blocked the grace period. In the spirit of
the medical advice “Then don’t do that!”, let’s try avoiding this second addition altogether. For example, rcu_read_unlock() could refrain from removing Task A when within
some other type of critical section, in this case the critical
section beginning with line 3’s preempt_disable(). This
would result in Task A remaining in state (3) after executing
the rcu_read_unlock() on line 7. In fact, Task A would remain in that state through line 11, as is required to flatten
all of Figure 10’s disparate critical sections.
This means that tasks can now be on the ->blkd_tasks
list despite not being within RCU read-side critical sections,
and this expansion of RCU’s state space deserves intensive
validation. Also, such tasks must dequeue themselves upon
reaching quiescent states. Expedited grace periods can require them to dequeue themselves sooner rather than later,
which necessitates calls to the scheduler or use of softirq
handlers [8, 21], depending on the situation [32, slide 83].
The code for this idea consumes only three sheets of paper, down from eight (and growing) for that of the previous
section. Time to actually type it in!

5

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing Section 4.3’s core idea required only eight
patches, and these patches added a total of only 274 lines and
removed 112 [32, slide 100]. However, these eight patches
could not be applied directly to the kernel. Instead, a large
9

And, if there were any, tasks following Task A in the ->blkd_tasks list.
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number of preparation and cleanup patches were needed, as
summarized in the next section.

5.1

Preparation and Cleanup

For historical reasons, RCU uses a pair of counters to represent grace-period state, so that a lock must be held when
reading out that state. The addition of deferred quiescent
states adds readouts of grace-period state, including on the
scheduler fastpath. Adding locks on such fastpaths is clearly
not a strategy to win, so the grace-period state was consolidated into a single integer that can be read out locklessly.
This conceptually simple task required 35 patches.
Because consolidating the three RCU flavors reduces the
number of locks, it also increases lock contention. Therefore,
three additional patches implemented funnel locking, which
is a combining-tree mechanism that reduces lock contention
during grace-period initiation [16, 20, 28]. Referring to Figure 9, a given CPU starts the funnel-locking process at its
leaf rcu_node structure. The CPU acquires that structure’s
lock and checks to see if the desired grace period is already
at least in the process of being started, and if so, the CPU
releases locks as needed and returns to its caller: Its work
is at least already being started by some other CPU. Otherwise, the CPU sets state indicating that the desired grace
period is being started, thus preventing subsequent CPUs
from wasting any further effort attempting to start this same
grace period. The CPU then proceeds to the next rcu_node
structure up the tree and repeats this process. If the CPU
reaches the root node, and has not found any evidence of
some other CPU starting the desired grace period, then this
CPU starts that grace period.10 The key point is that only one
of the CPUs corresponding to a given rcu_node structure
will advance to that structure’s parent, which in turn means
that lock contention on each rcu_node structure remains
bounded, regardless of the number of CPUs in the system.
Another set of 15 patches fixed some rcutorture11 falsepositive reports, removing the possibility that these reports
might hide an actual bug introduced by this work. Another
17 patches added debugging code to help locate such bugs.
Previous versions of rcutorture do not test partially
nested disparate RCU read-side critical sections, nor do they
include forward-progress tests, which verify that RCU can
advance its grace periods despite call_rcu() being invoked
in a tight loop. These tests were added by another 42 patches,
which are discussed in Section 5.2.
Consolidating the RCU-bh, RCU-preempt, and RCU-sched
flavors into a single flavor (RCU-preempt for preemptible
10

The actual funnel-locking algorithm must also handle the possibility that
a prior grace period is still in progress, as well as a few concurrency issues.
However, this description provides a useful conceptual view. Those wishing
more detail should inspect rcu_start_this_gp() and its callers.
11 This is Linux-kernel RCU’s stress-test suite.
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5.2

Validation

RCU commits are subject to kbuild test robot testing [18] as
soon as they become public. The testing located a number of
build issues on various architectures, a boot-time issue, and
a number of runtime issues, including deadlocks and failure
to properly handle RCU reader corner cases. Additional bugs
were located by code review, -next testing [7], and other
community processes, all of which are deeply appreciated.
This change requires RCU to flatten disparate RCU readside critical sections such as those shown in Figures 7 and 10
even in preemptible kernels. Therefore, rcutorture must
intensively test overlapping disparate critical sections. It randomly chooses a number of overlapping critical sections so
that singleton critical sections will be used about 1.6% of the
time and eight-fold overlapping critical sections about 40%
of the time, with the expected case being six-fold overlapping critical sections. Similarly, a given critical section will
use only one type of RCU reader protection about 90% of
the time (as needed to ensure preemption of RCU readers
happens reasonably frequently), and will use multiple types
otherwise. The point of these seemingly arbitrary choices is
to force random testing of transitions among elaborate combinations of RCU readers with an eye to catching improbable
corner cases in the comfort and safety of the lab, as opposed
to in much less friendly production environments.
RCU read-side performance is of the essence, but RCU’s
read-side fastpaths are unchanged, so it is no surprise that
RCU read-side performance is not affected by this change.
Of course, the whole point of validation is to reduce risk
during production use, a topic addressed by the next section.

4.5
Median Code Age (Years)

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
v4.19

v4.16

v4.13

v4.7

v4.10

v4.4

v4.1

v3.18

v3.15

v3.12

v3.9

v3.6

v3.3

1.5
v3.0

kernels and RCU-sched for non-preemptible kernels) enabled many simplifications, which were implemented by
another 107 patches. These simplifications included eliminating synchronize_rcu_bh() and synchronize_sched() in
favor of synchronize_rcu(), however, the read-side markers (including rcu_read_lock_bh() and rcu_read_lock_sched()) were retained for readability. For example, although it is possible to replace rcu_read_lock_sched()
with preempt_disable(), the former provides a helpful indication that RCU is involved. These simplifications also
slightly reduced scheduler fastpath overhead and significantly improved cache locality, resulting in an unplanned
microbenchmark improvement [17].
Finally, the repeated inspection of the code required by
this work located a number of simple optimizations, which
were implemented by another 17 patches.
Although rcutorture results have been quite clean, the
fact is that this work applied more than 200 patches to Linuxkernel RCU [32, slides 100–118]. Large changes imply a large
need for validation, a topic taken up by the next section.
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Figure 12: Median Age of Lines of RCU Code

6

EFFECT ON RCU RELIABILITY

One immediate measure of RCU reliability is rcutorture
results, which are quite good, reflecting the resolution of the
false-positive warnings as part of this work.
Another measure is code age, with older code often being
considered more reliable. Of course, RCU is a mixture of code
with a wide range of ages, so a statistical representation is
necessary. The median was chosen as an easily understood
and relatively stable statistic. Figure 12 shows that the median age of RCU lines of code has decreased about 30% since
v4.10, first due to the 2018 rewrite of the Sleepable RCU
(SRCU) [24] implementation, and, starting with v4.18, due to
this effort. There is thus some cause for concern, although
the median age has risen by about 75% since v3.0, despite
the recent decrease.
Another approach is to look at incoming bug rates, calibrating using the SRCU rewrite. Of 2018’s six most significant
bugs, two were caused by the SRCU rewrite, one of which
was a data race due to an omitted lock and the other of
which was a real-time response issue [32, slide 116]. This
data might lead one to predict that the work described in
Section 5 would generate an additional pair of bugs in 2019,
along with at least one more bug from the SRCU rewrite.
One objection to this prediction is that the number of bugs
is nowhere near large enough to be statistically significant,
however, it would be extremely unwise to wish to live in
a world where the number of Linux-kernel RCU bugs was
statistically significant. Another objection is that Murphy
cannot be expected to neglect Linux-kernel RCU.
Murphy notwithstanding, Linux-kernel RCU seems to be
in reasonably good shape. Nevertheless, the large recent
changes provide a golden opportunity for those working in
the area of formal verification.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This experience underscores the well-known fact that making your software do exactly what you want is highly nontrivial. Worse yet, doing so is in fact insufficient: As was the
case here, requirements might not be fully understood. Other
experiences over the past few years show that these issues
also affect hardware [13]. This experience also underscores
the value of executable formal methods [1, 2, 22, 38], even
to the famously pragmatic Linux kernel community.
But the most important lesson is the critical importance of
ease of use, even for low-level APIs such as RCU. Of course,
the need for careful API design has been long appreciated by
the Linux kernel community [41, slides 39-57], and, as noted
in Section 3, this is not the first RCU ease-of-use improvement. However, this is the first RCU ease-of-use problem
known to result in an exploitable vulnerability. Designers of
even low-level APIs must therefore keep the convenience and
proclivities of their users firmly in mind, not just as a service
to those users, but also to avoid exploitable vulnerabilities.
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